Long 80's Identity and
Access Management
(IDAM) Solutions
As global IT rapidly adopts digitalization, Digital Identity plays
a key role in the provision of secure and rightful access to
the organization’s systems and data.

Identity & Access Management
IT landscapes are evolving at an accelerated pace due to digital transformation.
Enterprises are moving to the cloud and establishing BYOD policies to empower employees.
While all of this helps improve productivity and efficiency, it creates a formidable challenge of
managing identities in a hybrid IT environment. With multiple players like employees, vendors,
partners, and contractors requiring access to resources, ensuring the right access to the right
people, and adherence to regulations becomes a business priority. As threats get increasingly
sophisticated and with the new normal of remote work, it is critical that organizations implement
controlled access to critical systems and resources without impacting user productivity,
security, governance, and compliance.

Challenges of Complex IT Environments
Inappropriate
Access Rights

Security
Vulnerabilities

Gaps in Regulatory
Compliance

Reduced Operational
Efficiencies, Administration

Security Risks due to
Business Application Silos

Unstructured
Governance

Long 80’s IDAM Solutions
At Long 80, we have extensive experience and technical expertise in the implementation
of end-to-end Identity and Access Management solutions for enterprises, as listed below:
1. Identity and Access Management
I.

Application Integration with IDAM Solution

II.

Identity Life Cycle Management

III. Access Governance
IV. Password Management
V. RBAC, SoD
VI. Custom Solutions for Inhouse Applications
VII. Integration of Legacy Applications
VIII. Bottom-up Approach
2. Privileged Access Management
3. Single Sign-on
4. Multi Factor Authentication
5. Mobile Device Management
6. Directory Services
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The Long 80 Approach
IAM business challenges require an in-depth understanding of the business and IT environments
of the enterprise. IAM implementations are long-term strategic projects that need to be aligned
with business objectives. Based on our experience and learnings from customer engagements, it
is evident that the fundamental business cases to be addressed through an IAM solution include:

IT Risk & Compliance

Operational and Cost Effectiveness

Business Enablement

Security

Our approach is to understand each of these in isolation, and to tailor them in accordance
with business drivers. We extract the right set of elements from the business cases to craft
a complete road map and strategy for deployment of a robust, end-to-end IAM solution.

Advise:

Get Started

Build:

Implement & Integrate

Run & Transform:

Assessment

Technology Selection

Deployment

Roadmap aligned with
business needs and
future trends

Solution
Implementation

Managed
Support Services

Strategy

NextGen Solutions

At Long 80, we target and implement a comprehensive IAM solution that enterprises can
leverage to enhance their security posture, agility, compliance, and governance while
harvesting returns on their investments. As strategic and planned implementations play
a significant role in IAM projects, we employ our strong project management expertise
coupled with rich technical knowledge.
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Why Long 80?
We have been instrumental in the Identity & Access Management transformation of global
brands in Government organizations, and Manufacturing, Financial, Healthcare industries.
We provide a manageable, scalable, efficient, and standards-based IAM solution that may
be leveraged across businesses, platforms, and systems.
Our strong organization pedigree and robust partnership ecosystem enable us to have
a broad understanding of IAM products. Our IAM practice has a defined, well-thought-out
delivery cycle with a structured approach to effectively drive the IAM implementation, while
helping the business reap functional and operations benefits.

Our Value -Adds
• End-to-end IAM offerings with technical proficiency across multiple solutions
• Dedicated team of domain experts, architects, and designers
• Certified Subject Matter Experts (SMEs)
• IAM Center of Excellence (CoE) with product certified experts and focus on best practices,
artefacts, templates, latest technologies/products, PoCs, demo environments
• Established knowledge repository with standards and proven frameworks for each industry
• Tailored approach to customization
• Long standing technology partnerships with industry leading IAM vendors
• Year-on-Year TCO reduction

Long 80, LLC. is a collaboration between GAVS Technologies and Premier, Inc. on a strategic joint venture.
Premier, Inc. is a leading healthcare improvement company headquartered in Charlotte, NC, and GAVS Technologies N.A.
(GAVS) is focused on Artificial Intelligence for IT Operations (AIOps)-led managed services and digital transformation. Long 80 will
bring innovative, AI-driven information technology (IT) operations and security operations to healthcare organizations in the US.

To find out how Long 80 can help your organization, please visit www.long-80.com or write to inquiry@long-80.com.
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